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Abstract. In the real signal analysis the main problem is the non-stationarity of given data. The 
non-stationarity can be manifested in different ways. One of the possibility is the assumption that 
the signal is a mixture of different processes that exhibit different statistical properties. Thus 
before the further analysis the observed data should be segmented. In this paper we propose an 
automatic segmentation method which is based on ߙ-stable distribution approach. In the proposed 
procedure we estimate the parameters of stable distribution for consecutive sub-signals of given 
length and then by using expectation-maximization algorithm we classify the parameters. The 
obtained classes correspond to different segments of the signal. The proposed procedure we apply 
to the real vibration signal from roadheader working in mining industry. As a final result we 
obtained segments of real signal which constitute samples of different behaviors and are related 
to different modes of operation of the machine. 
Keywords: segmentation, stable distribution, expectation-maximization algorithm, roadheader. 
1. Introduction  
Analysis and modeling of real signals measured by advanced data acquisition systems provide 
possibility to obtain information about the considered process. Very often observed time series 
exhibits strong non-stationary behavior resulting from the fact that it consists of not one but 
multiple processes that coexist or occur one after the other. In most of the cases those processes 
cannot be analyzed by the same tools because they exhibit completely different character and have 
different statistical properties. Sometimes the processes can be described by the same or similar 
models but their parameters differ. Therefore before the modeling of given signal its preliminary 
segmentation should be performed. 
One of the most fundamental reason for segmentation is extraction of parts (segments) of the 
signal with homogenous properties. Segmentation is also related to finding such time points where 
the signal changes the properties and switches to the other regime [1-4].  
There are many segmentation methods and during recent years number of papers in this field 
has increased. Segmentation techniques are very often dedicated to applications for which they 
were used. Some of the methods are based on special behavior of the signal in time domain  
[1, 3, 5] however there are also methods which are based not on the raw signal but on its 
transformations to other domains [6]. 
Signal segmentation has been applied in many areas. It is especially crucial in condition 
monitoring (to isolate shocks related to damage) [6], machine performance analysis (to find when 
machine operates under overloading, idle mode etc.) [4], experimental physics [3], biomedical 
signals (like ECG signals) [7], speech analysis [8] and in seismic signal analysis [9]. In this paper 
we are especially interested in the first two mentioned applications. 
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In this paper we propose the segmentation method which is based on the modeling of given 
signal by -stable distribution and on the expectation-maximization algorithm. The stable 
distributions are especially important in the context of modeling of data with visible peaks but it 
should be mentioned that for ߙ parameter equal to 2 the stable distribution reduces to Gaussian 
one. There are many applications of such distributions like finance, environmental engineering or 
condition monitoring [10]. The expectation-maximization algorithm was invented for finding 
maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori estimates of parameters in statistical models, where 
the model depends on unobserved latent variables. However this algorithm very often is applied 
in the classification problem. In the proposed technique for the application to raw two-channel 
signal first we estimate the appropriate parameters of stable distribution and then by using 
expectation-maximization algorithm and Silhouette criterion we classify the data. We apply this 
procedure to the real vibration signal from roadheader working in the mining industry. 
Investigated machine is one of the most crucial components of the technological process in 
underground mining industry. It eliminates blasting operations in exploitation area and ensures 
continuous mechanical drilling. There exist many factors having influence on vibration signal 
profile (various physical and mechanical properties of deposit, design features of the machine, 
depth of drilling, motion parameters and wear level of machine elements). Appropriate 
segmentation of vibration signal allows for identification of spectrum domain components 
corresponding to different processes. 
2. Methodology 
The segmentation procedure of roadheader vibration signal is based on the alpha-stable 
distribution approach. As it was mentioned, the ߙ-stable distribution is an extension of Gaussian 
one, namely for some values of parameters (ߙ = 2) it reduces to normal distribution. A random 
variable ܺ is an ߙ-stable distributed if its characteristic function takes the following form: 
ܧ݁௜௧௑ = ൞
exp ቀ−ߑఈቚݐ|ఈ ൬1 − ߚsgn(ݐ)tan ቀߨߙ2 ቁ൰ + ݅ߤݐቁ , α ≠ 1,
exp(−ߑ|ݐ| ൬1 + ݅ߚsgn(ݐ) 2ߨ + ݅ߤݐ൰ , α = 1,
(1)
where ߙ (0 < ߙ ≤ 2) is stability parameter, ߚ (−1 ≤ ߚ ≤ 1) is asymmetry parameter, Σ (Σ > 0) 
is scale parameter and ߤ (ߤ ∈ ܴ) is location parameter. Of the four parameters defining the family 
of stable distribution, most attention has been focused on the stability parameter ߙ. The ߙ-stable 
distributed random variable has heavy tails, i.e. its cumulative probability density function decays 
with power law. Therefore, there is a high probability of the variable having extreme  
values which is useful in modelling of impulsive signal [10]. The other distribution that can be 
useful in impulsive signal modelling is presented in [11]. 
In our segmentation procedure first the raw signal is divided into consecutive sub-signals of 
length ܰ  samples. The sub-signals overlap by ܭ  %. Next, for each sub-signal the empirical 
standard deviation (ߪ is calculated. Because the sub-signals exhibit behavior related to heavy 
tailed data (visible peaks), then we propose to model the data by stable distribution and next 
parameters taken to the classification are ߙ and Σ. In the literature one can find different estimation 
methods that can be used here [12, 13]. In this paper we apply the regression method which is 
based on the characteristic function of the considered distribution (see Eq. (1)). 
As a final step, the mentioned parameters (ߪ, ߙ, Σ) are used in the expectation-maximization 
algorithm to the classification. We normalize the data before the further analysis. We should 
mention that in the analysis we consider two-channel signal and for sub-signals for each of them 
we estimate the parameters therefore in the expectation-maximization algorithm we take under 
consideration six parameters.  
In statistics, an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is an iterative method for finding 
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maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori estimates of parameters in statistical models, where 
the model depends on unobserved latent variables. The EM iteration alternates between 
performing an expectation (E) step which creates a function for the expectation of the 
log-likelihood evaluated using the current estimate for the parameters, and a maximization (M) 
step which computes parameters maximizing the expected log-likelihood found on the E step. 
These parameter-estimates are then used to determine the distribution of the latent variables in the 
next E step [14-17]. EM is frequently used for data clustering in machine learning and computer 
vision. In natural language processing, two prominent instances of the algorithm are the 
Baum-Welch algorithm and the inside-outside algorithm for unsupervised induction of 
probabilistic context-free grammars. In our procedure we also propose to estimate number of 
clusters with Silhouette criterion [18, 19] for limited range of number of clusters ݇  (in our 
application ݇ = 1:5) with the measure of distance set to Euclidean. 
In Fig. 1 we present the scheme of our segmentation procedure. 
 
Fig. 1. Scheme of the segmentation procedure 
3. Real signal analysis 
The analyzed real data set represents vibration signal of a roadheader. The sampling frequency 
ܨݏ = 25 kHz. Measurement was performed by using two accelerometers placed orthogonally on 
the mining head’s arm. Duration of measurement was equal to 60 seconds. The analyzed 
two-channel data set is presented in Fig. 2. 
 
a) Channel 1 
 
b) Channel 2 
Fig. 2. The two-channels raw roadheader vibration signal 
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According to the presented segmentation procedure we divide the two-channel raw signal into 
sub-signals consisting of 10000 observations with overlap 50 %. Next, for each sub-signal the 
standard deviation and two parameters related to ߙ-stable distributions are calculated. In Fig. 3 
we present the estimated parameters for sub-signals corresponding to both analyzed channels. 
 
Fig. 3. The estimated parameters ߪ, ߙ, Σ for sub-signals (segments) related  
to two-channels vibration signal 
These six statistics represent set of ܰ points ߯ in six-dimensional feature space, within which 
we perform clustering. Dataset ߯ is then centered and variance over each dimension is set to 1. 
This operation allows to achieve more reliable and efficient cluster amount analysis. 
After obtaining the set of parameters we estimate number of clusters with Silhouette criterion 
for limited range of number of clusters ݇ = 5. When optimal number of clusters ݇ is estimated, 
EM algorithm performs clustering of the dataset ߯ splitting it into ݇ classes. For the analyzed 
signal we obtain that the optimal number of clusters is equal to four. In Fig. 4 we present the 
division of the raw signal from the first channel and second channel into four clusters. 
a) Channel 1 
 
b) Channel 2 
Fig. 4. Result of data clustering. Data points in the left part are displayed as features of signal 
corresponding to appropriate channel in 3-dimensional space for presentational purpose, however they 
were analyzed and clustered in 6 dimensions. Data is also presented in the form before centering and 
variance normalization for clear visual interpretation; top – analyzed raw signal; bottom – association of 
data points to clusters in the function of time for comparison with original signal above it 
As a result of the presented procedure we obtain segments belonging to certain clusters. We 
can apply the technique once again to data from one clustering in order to identify processes inside 
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it, i.e.to make the so-called “next-layer analysis”. As an example, we consider part of the third 
cluster presented in red color in Fig. 4. For this cluster we observe that there are regions of denser 
and more sparse impulses that suggests the segment is a mixture of different processes with 
different statistical properties, see Fig. 5. By using presented methodology we separate the data 
into classes.  
For the signal related to the third cluster we apply the introduced technique. In this case the 
Silhouette evaluation estimated two clusters and results of EM clustering are presented in Fig. 6. 
 
Fig. 5. Third cluster (marked in red in Fig. 4) from channel 1 
a) Channel 1 
 
b) Channel 2 
Fig. 6. Second-layer analysis of the third cluster. Distinction of two separate groups is clearly visible 
In practice we can proceed with as many layers as we wish, since number of layers can be 
provided as a parameter to the implemented algorithm. Although it is a good practice to limit 
search space of Silhouette estimation to about 2-3 clusters for deeper layers, and proceed with no 
more than 2-3 layers of analysis. If we go past those recommendations, results will make no sense 
since algorithm will greedily try to find clusters even as single points. 
4. Summary 
In this paper we have proposed a new segmentation technique which can be applied to the 
vibration signal from roadheader working in the mining industry. Very harsh mining conditions, 
presence of many sources of interferences and many different operation modes have impact on 
the difficulty of signal analysis, for example in the diagnostic point of view. Therefore it is 
necessary to develop a novel technique for signal segmentation in order to identify different 
operational modes. The proposed methodology is automatic and based on the stable distribution 
approach, Silhouette criterion and expectation-maximization algorithm applied in last step of the 
procedure, i.e. to the classification of the appropriate parameters. As a result we obtain the time 
periods for which the analyzed signal has homogenous structure. The obtained segments 
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correspond to different modes of operation of the machine. Furthermore, detection and 
parameterization of such events might help to improve efficiency of machine usage, for example 
to minimize number of segments and their duration for machine operation under idle mode or 
overload mode. 
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